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THE NATIVE QUESTION IN SOUTH
AFRICA

THE Cape Colony Blue Book for Native Affairs, which has
just come to hand, is extremely interesting reading, and on
the whole encouraging, to those for whom the welfare of
the native is a consideration. Nearly half of it consists of
statistical tables showing the population, and other particu-
lars, of locations in the various districts, also the balance-
sheet of the Transkeian Territories General Council. More
illuminative, to the non-expert, is the remainder of the
volume, consisting of the reports of local magistrates and
inspectors. Of these, we have, (a) 23 districts of Cape
Colony, excluding Bechuanaland and the Transkei, (b)
British Bechuanaland, comprising, for the present purpose,
the Native Locations of Kuruman, Mafeking, Taung, and
Vryburg, and (c) the Transkeian Territories, with 29 divi-
sions. Besides these, we have the Report of the Railway
Protector of Natives, those for Kimberley, Ndabeni Location
(near Cape Town), and the division of Port Elizabeth, and a
separate report dealing with experiments in " Native Local
Self-Government," in Glen Grey and the Transkeian terri-
tories.

A gratifying feature in most of the reports is the com-
parative—we might almost say the absolute—infrequency of
crime. The Inspector for Albany Division says,—" With
the exception of a few minor offences, crime, I might almost
remark, is conspicuous by its absence. Certainly, none of
a serious nature has been traced to any of the private Native
locations under my control. In the town locations, things
are, perhaps, not quite so satisfactory, but still I do not
think that, even so, there is an appreciable increase under
this head." In the Division of Barkly West, "the loca-
tions are remarkably free of crime"; East London has
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nothing to record, but " a few petty thefts, and one serious
stabbing affray," in private locations; at Fort Beaufort,
"there is very little crime " ; Stutterheim shows " no increase
of crime, and no cases of any gravity " ; Peddie and Queens-
town are in similar case, and there are many other entries
to the same effect. Mr. W. H. Hall, Inspector of Barkly
West Division, says, " I am bound to say they [the Natives]
are a most law-abiding people"; and this impression is
confirmed by the majority of the reports. Where the
accounts are not quite so optimistic, it appears, on examina-
tion, that the most serious matter is stock-stealing, an offence
whose ethical significance, whether in the Highland clans
of the last century but one, or the Amaxosa of to-day, is not
precisely in proportion to the inconvenience caused by it,
which, however, is usually made the measure of its heinous-
ness. Some at least of the officials are evidently able to
allow for the less advanced point of view in such matters,
since we find more than one distinguishing between " serious
crime," and "stock-theft." The Resident Magistrate of
Tsomo says, " Cases of a serious nature are rare. Thefts
of stock infrequent. Out of 45 criminal cases tried, 16 of
them were for assault, and eight for contravention of the
Forest Laws." This in a district with a native population
of 19,850. The Chief Inspector of Native Locations reports:
" In the Stutterheim, Cathcart and Komgha Divisions,
stock-thefts have been on the increase. This is mainly due
to the large influx of Natives into these Districts, under
the provisions of Section 10 of Act 30 of 1899. Beyond these
stock-thefts, there has been very little crime, and but for
the fact that the Native has an inherent tendency to ' cattle-
lifting,' he is, on the whole, fairly law-abiding and loyal."
(P. 44.) Even so, it would seem on the whole to be de-
creasing, though the Resident Magistrate of Maclear District
affirms that there is "one large zone of thieving, extending
from the Umtata to the Umzimkulu Rivers, and from the
coast as far inland as Herschel, Aliwal North, and Basuto-
land. Dotted about all over this area are the kraals of the
' receivers,' who . . . are all old men with practical experi-
ence gained in their youth, when they themselves were
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thieves. As they grew old they trained the young men of
their kraals to follow in their footsteps. For additional
security, they employ only the members of their own
families, and so it follows that the scientific thieves form but
a small percentage of the Native population." These elders
are, in fact, like the" MacGregors, " very clever, experienced
persons," and the business is so completely and efficiently
organized as to confirm Alan Breck's opinion of the merits
of cattle-stealing considered as a liberal education. The
Chief Detective Officer for East Griqualand says, somewhat
pessimistically, " We have, and always will [sic] have, a
great many thieves in and about the Territories, but, owing
to our strenuous efforts and the actual frequent capture of a
very considerable number of thieves, there is very little
stealing now going on." According to this official, how-
ever, the monthly returns give a somewhat unfairly exag-
gerated view of native delinquencies in this respect. " Stock
are from time to time entered as missing. This is done
simply because up to the time the return for the month is
sent in the missing animals had not then been found, but in
the majority of cases these animals are ultimately found or
accounted for in many ways other than thefts. Of course,
these recoveries do not show in our returns " (pp. 98-9).

Furthermore, we find that, in Bedford (p. 7) " the offenders
are chiefly farm labourers, who do not own any property ";
in Herschel, Inspector Austen attributes the cases of stock-
theft which have occurred to " the scarcity of food " (p. 24);
and the Resident Magistrate of Port St. John's (p. 84)
euphemistically says, " There is very little crime here, but
now that beer is plentiful, the craving for meat is occasionally
satisfied in a manner which is not agreeable to owners of
sheep or goats." On the other hand, it is only fair to note
that in Bizana, " even during the famine there was wonder-
fully little stock-stealing" (p. 56), and in Mount Ayliff
(p. 74), " although the Natives were, during the early months
of the year, suffering from starvation, there was not a very
great increase in the number of stock-thefts." (Mr. Leary,
Resident Magistrate of Mount Frere, remarks, " There has
been very little crime in the District during the half-year.
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This speaks very well for the people, considering how very
pinched many were for food.")

Before passing on from this subject, there are one or two
points to remark. In a few cases distinctions are made
between natives on the locations or reserves, properly so-
called, and those outside them—whether in town locations,
private locations, or unattached. It is the latter class which
seems to be responsible for the greater number of cases that
do occur. Town Locations, under present conditions (when
they partake more or less of the nature of slums), are cer-
tainly things whose existence is to be deplored for many
reasons. Why private locations should be specially favour-
able to crime does not appear so obvious,—unless it is that
the natives living on them are isolated from tribal organiza-
tion and public opinion. Much depends, under such circum-
stances, on the personal character of the landlord and his
relations with them; and accordingly we find that the
testimony as to private locations varies in different places.
While one official (East London) says that a few cases come
from the private, none from the Crown Lands Locations,
another, as already quoted, has not been able to trace any
serious crime to the private locations under his care.

We have examined the Blue Book with particular care
under this heading, because of certain complaints which
appear to be rife just now, as to native lawlessness, and the
need for some repressive measures, in Natal. No recent
detailed evidence as to the latter colony is to hand just now,
but we may remark that, broadly speaking, the Natal Natives
have borne, if anything, a better character than those of
Cape Colony. Of the particular kind of offence which is
most commonly referred to in a panic of this sort, I can find
only four cases specified for the whole territory reported on.
And the Resident Magistrate of Uitenhage, after remarking
that it is probably the unemployed Natives in the town
locations who " are responsible for most of the crimes com-
mitted in and about the town, consisting chiefly of petty
thefts and assaults," goes on to say, " It is gratifying to
learn that indecent assaults upon women are of rare
occurrence, nor have I heard of any committed on
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white women or female children." Without hazarding, in
the absence of more definite first-hand evidence, an opinion
on the present state of affairs in Natal, one may bear in
mind that, owing to various causes, there are just now
more natives in the towns than formerly, and among them,
doubtless, a certain number of the sort of character desig-
nated in hybrid Zulu as olayita, (" all-right-ers"—i.e.
Hooligans); that atrocities of the kind indicated are not
unknown in this country, in spite of dense population, police
protection, &c.—and that one has known these panics to
recur more than once. There have even been frenzied
demands for lynching, such as have sometimes taken place
in the Southern States, from persons who, we are sure,
in calmer moments, must see that such acts would defeat
their own end. The whole painful subject needs to be care-
fully examined, and, as far as possible, freed from the com-
plications of race-prejudice, which render it exceedingly
difficult to arrive at the truth.

The Liquor Law is another subject upon which the Blue
Book supplies us with some interesting information; and
we find that the various authorities are by no means at one
with regard to it. Most agree as to the necessity of total
prohibition; nevertheless, the Civil Commissioner for Fort
Beaufort Division says: " There are no restrictions imposed
under the ' Innes Liquor Bill.' Drunkenness has decreased
of late years, and I consider it cannot be said that the Natives
in this District are becoming demoralised from the effects of
drink. I consider voluntary moderation better than enforced
abstinence." There is something to be said for this view, as
also for the contention that prohibition increases the attrac-
tions of the forbidden thing, and that the utmost vigilance
can scarcely hope to prevent infractions or evasions of the
law, which are demoralising in proportion to their difficulty.
But one is tempted to conclude that in this matter, as in
some others, " all the theory is on one side, and all the facts
on the other." In Albany, " the stringent restrictions placed
on the sale of liquor to Natives have had a good effect.
Drunkenness among them to any degree is almost an
unknown quantity nowadays, and the administration of the
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Liquor Laws is working satisfactorily." In Alexandria
" the Liquor Law has had a decided beneficial effect on
the Natives." In East London, "the prohibition of the
sale of liquor to natives is having a most marked and
beneficial effect." The Inspector for Bedford Division says,
" Drunkenness is not prevalent in this District; there being
no country canteens, the Natives have long distances to travel
to get liquor; nevertheless in my opinion, total prohibition
is necessary, and would prove beneficial to the farmer, who
is obliged to send the Natives to town with his vehicles."
There appears to be a want of uniformity in the law, or, at
any rate, in its application to different districts, which is
perplexing, and must render its working unsatisfactory.
The fact that half-castes are exempted from the law in many
cases .nullifies the prohibition as regards natives. This is
emphasized over and over again in the reports. It is, more-
over, one of the privileges of a registered voter, in Cape
Colony, that he can buy alcohol when he likes, and we
regret to find that many native voters are stated to have
availed themselves of this privilege in order to re-sell the
prohibited commodity to their friends in the locations. But
the evasion of the law is not confined to these classes.
Inspector W. P. Jones, of Glen Grey, writes: " A good
deal of illicit liquor-selling has taken place of late. The
offenders appeared to be European traders. One in par-
ticular, residing at Mkonjana, was three times convicted of
this offence within the space of three months, and was heavily
fined by the Resident Magistrate of the District, the fines
inflicted amounting in the aggregate to ,£375." In the
Transkei districts of Bizana and Flagstaff, the only place
licensed for the sale of alcohol is the Canteen of the Cape
Mounted Rifles, and that only to European members of the
Regiment. Mr. H. Sprigg, Resident Magistrate of Bizana,
says, " Needless to say there is considerable leakage, the
leakage going principally to Europeans in the District, but
I have reason to believe that some passes into the hands of
Natives. I can only repeat what I have said in nearly every
report, that this Canteen is a bad thing both for the military
and civilians."
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It seems as though prohibition could not be really carried
out effectually, unless applied to all classes alike—Europeans,
half-caste and native. So long as any section of the com-
munity is free to engage in the trade, the temptation to
increase their gains by illicit business will always be too
strong for some individuals. Whether it is best to adopt
prohibition sans phrase, as in Khama's country (where the
system appears to have been a success) or to raise the price
of alcohol by means of high licenses, may be an open ques-
tion. At any rate, a large Government revenue derived from
this item is not a satisfactory symptom. In the Keiskama
Hock sub-district of King William's Town, the excise brings
in, on an average, ,£50 per month, " derivable from the
immediate surrounding Native inhabitants." The opinion
of the Inspector of Licenses for Transkei and Tembuland
may be quoted:

" The Liquor Law is working very well. There were
thirty-seven prosecutions and thirty convictions in the half-
year. A considerable portion of these were for importing
liquor without permits, and the low whites and half-castes
are also responsible for a good number of the convictions.
There is not a single case of a hotel-keeper being prosecuted
between January and June. The law is now so severe that
a person with anything at stake will hesitate before
indulging in illicit liquor dealing. It is the ' weary Willie '
and half-castes who, having nothing to lose, and being too
idle to work, will risk getting a few shillings in this despicable
manner " (p. 97.)

The Resident Magistrate of Matatiele gives an interesting
expression of Native opinion in that district, where " the
present Liquor Laws are working well, and illicit traffic is
reduced to a minimum."

" The Natives much appreciate the Law and its effects,
and many old men have remarked that their only regret is
that it has come so late, and that, had it come earlier, they
would still possess some of the property which they have
wasted in drink. Their young men would, however, reap
the benefit" (p. 73).

The recent Commission on Native Affairs is strongly in
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favour of total prohibition, as regards natives, and states
that it is unanimously desired by themselves and their best
friends. This, however, does not apply to the " kafir beer "
made from millet (utshwala, boyala), which, as we shall
presently see, is the bite noire of many of the contributors to
the Blue Book before us. The Resolution passed by the
Commission (as given in the summarised Report published
in the Natal Witness, Feb. 9, 1905) is as follows:—

" That the manufacture of kafir beer containing not more
than 4 per cent, of spirit be permitted for home consump-
tion ; that the holding of kafir beer parties on private property
be under restrictions and in native locations or areas in which
natives are congregated be regulated by Government; and
that the sale of kafir beer be prohibited.

"The Commission bears in mind that kafir beer is food
as well as drink, and, taken in moderation, has proved itself
of great value as a preventive of scurvy and kindred com-
plaints, to which the native, whose diet seldom comprises
anything in the nature of green vegetables, is very liable
to succumb when unable to obtain a supply of his accus-
tomed beverage."

With this may be compared the statement of Mr. P. C.
King (Molteno), who says that the natives working at the
coal mines " are peculiarly susceptible to scurvy, which, in
some cases, appears in a malignant form—this being attri-
butable to the scarcity of fresh vegetables. In my opinion,
prohibition of Kafir beer has a great deal to do with the
present state of affairs, and I consider, if the Natives were
allowed a limited quantity, the disease would no doubt
disappear."

Green vegetables are, no doubt, scarce in towns and mining
districts, but in the kraals, in Natal, at any rate, imifino
are a recognized item of native diet, including many wild or
half-wild plants, such as the imbuya (Amaranthus candatus),
so that this obiter dictum in the Commission's Report is,
perhaps, a little too sweeping. But that utshwala, if not
adulterated, or taken to excess, is wholesome and nutritious,
seems a fairly well-grounded opinion. Some (not all) mis-
sionaries, however, emphatically maintain the opposite; and,
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referring once more to the Blue Book, we find complaints of
the evils resulting from this drink from East London, Glea
Grey, King William's Town, Komgha, Peddie, Stutter-
heim, Wodehouse, Butterworth, Elliotdale, and elsewhere.
Mr. J. H. O'Connell, Civil Commissioner of Komgha, says,
" The wholesale brewing and drinking of Kafir beer con-
tinues, to the utter deterioration of the tribes " ; and other
statements regarding " these carnivals of booze and demorali-
sation " (p. 27) are equally strong. Mr. W. S. Scully, when
Civil Commissioner of Bathurst, however (see Report of
Native Races Commission, 1901, p. 47), made the somewhat
curious assertion that, the " beer-drink," " in spite of frequent
broken heads and other disadvantages, has something to be
said in its favour. Most magistrates of native districts will
confess to you that the fight with which the beer-drink so
often ends, clears the moral atmosphere of a location, and
is a convenient outlet for smouldering discontent." We are
not indisposed to believe that there is something in this—
still, the expression, " smouldering discontent," donne d
fenser. Discontent is not apt to smoulder without a cause,
and if the salutary but forcible clearing of the atmosphere
saves the magistrate the trouble of investigating that cause,
the fights may be convenient for him, but less good for
the community. Such an inference, however, is perhaps
entirely unwarranted.

Passing from this subject, it is satisfactory to see that the
health of the natives is generally good, in the Cape Colony
and Transkei districts, but, on closer examination, we find
that " good on the whole," is a somewhat relative term.
One report considers it quite compatible with " several cases
of small-pox " and an outbreak of measles which has "car-
ried off a large number of children," and another (which
omits the qualifying "on the whole") with leprosy being
"slightly on the increase"; while, in Matatiele District,
" no epidemics have occurred," in spite of the fact that
" influenza has been prevalent, and in several cases pneu-
monia has supervened, which proved fatal." We are glad
to see that, though small-pox has shown itself in several
places, vaccination, and precautions promptly taken, have

it voi.4
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prevented its spreading far. There seems to be an alarming
mortality among children under three, from colds (due to
exposure), diarrhoea, measles, &c. This, it may be hoped,
will be lessened, as the care of these is better understood
by the mothers; but it may only mean, that those who in a
civilized country would grow up weakly or diseased succumb
at .once. The statements as to leprosy seem very serious.
In Ehgcobo (though the health of the natives is said to be
"fairly satisfactory") "leprosy appears to be steadily in-
creasing." In Tabankulu, "all warranted lepers were
removed from the district within the year, but I have little
doubt that there still remain cases to be discovered." In
Umzimkulu, " there are a good many lepers still at large
in the district." Medical science has not yet succeeded in
grappling with the causes of this disease; the explanation
hitherto (we understand) preferred, which ascribes it to a fish
diet, being untenable in this case. We note that, in St.
Mark's District, " several cases of severe diarrhoea have been
noticed among Natives, probably due to the indifferent quality
of grain consumed. The Natives themselves attribute the
ailment to imported grain, which, they say, causes pain in
the stomach, and ultimately a griping diarrhoea." This
matter is worth investigation; it should be remembered that
pellagra, that terrible and apparently incurable disease which
is such a scourge in some parts of rural Italy, is supposed
to be due to feeding on maize of bad quality. Before leaving
the subject of health, we should like to quote the opinion
of Mr. F. H. Guthrie, District Magistrate, Umzimkulu, with
regard to clothing:

" . . . The adoption of European clothing does not in
my idea tend towards either their general health, cleanliness,
or morality. It seems to be a sort of general idea amongst
the Missions that a Native cannot be a Christian unless he
wears European clothes. It is a pity the Missions do riot
institute another badge to mark their converts, as the same
European clothes worn night and day in heat, cold or rain,
are not particularly beneficial, whereas the ordinary Native
costume is far less harmful under similar changeable climatic
conditions."
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This quite coincides with the sentiments of a worthy and
excellent Natal native, within our own recollection, who
(though personally devoted to the ladies of the Mission) had,
sad to say, for his own part, no opinion of amakolwa
(" Christian " natives). " I should like a boy from the
school to clean out the rain-water tank, Nkosazana" (this
operation had to be performed by a boy small enough to be
passed into the interior of the corrugated iron structure)—
"but I don't want any of the amakolipa children—I must
have a clean one."

The Native Affairs Commission reports that " European
clothing, which is coming more and more into general use,
has not been an unmixed blessing. It has promoted public
decency, but, not being adopted in its entirety, and being
necessarily of inferior material, it has not proved equally
conducive to the promotion of health. . . . The heavy
woollen blanket or skin kaross of earlier times would have
been thrown aside for vigorous exercise, to be resumed with
the first sensation of chill; but civilized attire does not lend
itself to equally rapid adjustment, and a marked increase in
consumption, pleurisy, inflammation of the lungs, and
rheumatism, has been the result."

The question of clothing suggests that of housing. It
is too generally supposed that, by inducing people to build
square houses of brick, or wattle-and-daub, instead of their
"wretched grass huts," a great step in advance has been
made—forgetting that the grass hut is the outcome of cen-
turies of experience and adaptation (which has become more
or less instinctive) to climatic conditions; while the square
house creates a new set of conditions, of which the native
knows nothing—consequently it is apt to be stuffy and ill-
ventilated, as, in our experience a good hut is not, and
(as Mr. Dudley Kidd points out) to accumulate rubbish in
corners which, in the circular hut, do not exist. It is the
Highland "braw stone cottage," with its fatal results, in a
slightly different form; and the matter is one needing to be
worked out with great care and thought.

The Census appears to have presented no difficulties, as
far as the Natives were concerned. When once they under-
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stood what was wanted (in some cases it required both time
and patience to explain it to them) they rendered every
assistance to the enumerators,—unlike some Europeans, who
appear to have regarded giving trouble as a subtle form of
humour (p. 70). In Libode District, " Chief Bokleni and
the Headmen had a meeting at the Court House in reference
to this, when I fully explained to them what was required
of them . . . to assist the Government by having meetings
and explaining all to their people, which was done; and
Bokleni himself gave valuable assistance in using his influ-
ence with the people." Bokleni is a son of the late Chief
Nqwiliso, of Western Pondoland, who was greatly respected
by his people, and showed himself a loyal British subject.

Blue-books are frequently, in spite of their reputation, very
good reading; and this one contains an extremely large
amount of interesting matter, much of which I cannot even
touch on,—such as the Report of the Railway Protector of
Natives (a very necessary official)—the facts given, as to
taxation and labour supply, the indirect contributions of the
natives to the revenue, and various other things. There
are various indications of progress scattered throughout the
reports—small, perhaps, in themselves, yet significant if
taken together. In Albany, " a dipping tank has recently
been constructed . . . and numbers of Natives have availed
themselves of the opportunity of having their cattle dipped,
and paying at the rate of 3d. per head for large stock and
id. for small. They have voluntarily come forward and
requested to have their cattle passed through the dipping
tank, fully recognising the immense benefits which will be
derived from the stamping out of the tick plague." In
Tabankulu, "before the introduction of the Scab Law, the
people voluntarily contributed about ^150 for the erection
of dipping tanks." At Kimberley, though the natives do
not seem very responsive to the efforts of the clergy who
visit the compounds, they are eager purchasers of books,
" from which a very good profit is obtained." At Port
St. John's " many natives are now planting bananas,
oranges, and lemons." Several other examples might be
given, but these are sufficient to show what is meant. Pro-
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gress is after all a relative term, and will always be variously
estimated according to the standpoint of the observer.
Another aspect of the matter is brought before us by a
remark of Mr. G. E. Nightingale (Albany):—" Not much
in the way of progress is noticeable, and this is not to be
wondered at, seeing that they have no permanent home of
their own, but occupy hired lands, and are never sure of
their tenure." The Natives in this district are all living
on private locations.

We have, so far, only considered the reports from Cape
Colony proper (including the Transkeian territories). Those
from the four Bechuanaland districts—Kuruman, Mafeking,
Taung and Vryburg, are in some ways so different as to
require a separate examination. They leave, on the whole,
a very melancholy impression. The Bechuana are de-
scribed as well-behaved and law-abiding, but apparently
without spirit or energy to be otherwise, were they so dis-
posed. Syphilis prevails to an appalling extent (it should
be noted that the only district of Cape Colony where it seems
to be at all common, is Barkly West, where many of the
people are Bechuana), infant mortality is heavy, and the
increase in the population but slight. "The enfeebling
conditions under which children are reared, in consequence
of tfie constant insufficiency of food, [there have been poor
harvests for many years past], and the widespread pre-
valence of syphilis for generations, show their inevitable
result in the utter lack of virility, and the contented ease
with which hunger and privations are suffered." All this
points to decadence, and exhausted vitality; and, in seeking
for the causes of this state of things (though some, evi-
dently, must lie further back), we cannot but remember
the so-called " rebellion " of 1897, w h e n some thousands
were killed, and a large number of the survivors virtually
sold into slavery.

There are complaints among European farmers in the
Vryburg district, that the Natives are "too prosperous, and
so independent of any necessity for earning a livelihood,
that farm labourers are unattainable. . . . [Some] energetic
spirits, go to work in the mines for a few months, and,
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returning home, live in comparative luxury, until necessity
compels them once more to go out and work." This in itself,
is scarcely a crime, except from the point of view of the
man who wants a farm-hand; and, as they pay their way
so long as their earnings last, they can hardly be called
a burden to the community. We are more accustomed, just
now, to the complaint that they will not go to work in the
mines. At the same time, " there has been very little crime
in the District, and a remarkable absence of stock-thefts " ;
to which Inspector Dell adds that "very little crime is
committed in this district, which is a satisfactory state of
affairs and a credit to the people, seeing how many of the
men and boys are constantly going out to mining centres
to work, where it is natural to suppose they pick up many
vices." Perhaps this happy result is due to the lack of
energy referred to above. But one would be glad to have
a little more light on the state of things in British Bechuana-
land, and the reasons for it.

A. WERNER.


